
Updated 3-14-20. Updated again 3-17-20. By Jason Hommel

1. Test kits don’t work. So they can’t know how many have it. How can we trust

the media to truthfully report cases, when the test kits can’t identify cases, and

suffer both from false positives and false negatives? The FDA page, and the CDC

page, both list problems of false positives and false negatives for the test kits in

use. https://www.fda.gov/media/135662/download <

https://www.fda.gov/media/135662/download>

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/rt-pcr-detection-

instructions.html < https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab

/rt-pcr-detection-instructions.html>

I’m going to say that again. It’s important. They don’t know who has coronavirus

COVID19. The test kits suffer from false positives and false negatives. The media

report cases as if it’s 100% certain. But they can’t know. It’s a guess. At best, an

educated guess.

Within 24 hours of when I reported the problems with the test kits, the

Whitehouse released statements on 3-11 saying they “have enough test kits”. But

that does not address the concern of accuracy. https://www.facebook.com

/DonaldTrump/videos/499769287385177/ <
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https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump/videos

/499769287385177/>

_____

AD: The only thing worse than being hit up for money by a blogger, is being the

blogger and not getting any money.

Blogs don’t write themselves. Please donate to support my work

here: https://paypal.me/JasonHommel < https://paypal.me

/JasonHommel>

_____

2. Here is a scientific article, saying test kits don’t work.

[Potential false-positive rate among the ‘asymptomatic infected individuals’ in

close contacts of COVID-19 patients].

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/32133832/ <

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/32133832/>

“CONCLUSIONS: In the close contacts of COVID-19 patients, nearly half or even

more of the ‘asymptomatic infected individuals’ reported in the active nucleic

acid test screening might be false positives.”

I found a scientific report saying the “asymptomatic carriers” might really just be

“false positives”. https://www.unboundmedicine.com/medline/citation

/32133832

/[Potential_false_positive_rate_among_the_’asymptomatic_infected

_individuals’_in_close_contacts_of_COVID_19_patients]_ <

https://www.unboundmedicine.com/medline/citation/32133832

/[Potential_false_positive_rate_among_the_'asymptomatic_infected

_individuals'_in_close_contacts_of_COVID_19_patients]_>

2A: Why might the test kits not work and give false positives? Even if the test kits

could detect the virus, or viral DNA, the fact is that 10% of the human genome IS
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viral DNA. It could be detecting us. https://www.sciencedaily.com

/releases/2016/11/161128151050.htm < https://www.sciencedaily.com

/releases/2016/11/161128151050.htm> “Nearly 10 percent of the human

genome is made of bits of virus DNA. For the most part, this viral DNA is not

harmful. In some cases, scientists are finding, it actually has a beneficial impact.”

3. In China, the numbers of people who “have it” followed a perfect curve, which

is statistically impossible, meaning, they “invented” the data on who has it.

The curve of cases in China are “too perfect”. It means it was all a simulation. A

hoax. Fraud.

“For context, Goodman says a “really good” r-squared, in terms of public health

data, would be a 0.7. “Anything like 0.99,” she said, “would make me think that

someone is simulating data. It would mean you already know what is going to

happen.”” https://www.barrons.com/articles/chinas-economic-data-

have-always-raised-questions-its-coronavirus-numbers-do-

too-51581622840 < https://www.barrons.com/articles/chinas-

economic-data-have-always-raised-questions-its-coronavirus-

numbers-do-too-51581622840>

4. Italy just announced that only 2 out of 100 people died “from coronavirus”

with no other co morbidity problems (even if we could trust the test kits, which

we can not).

Rome, 13 Mar 19:12 – (Agenzia Nova) – There may be only two people who died

from coronavirus in Italy, who did not present other pathologies. This is what

emerges from the medical records examined so far by the Higher Institute of

Health, according to what was reported by the President of the Institute, Silvio

Brusaferro, during the press conference held today at the Civil Protection in

Rome. “Positive deceased patients have an average of over 80 years – 80.3 to be

exact – and are essentially predominantly male,” said Brusaferro. “Women are

25.8 percent. The average age of the deceased is significantly higher than the

other positive ones. The age groups over 70, with a peak between 80 and 89

years. The majority of these people are carriers of chronic diseases. Only two

people were not presently carriers of diseases “, but even in these two cases, the

examination of the files is not concluded and therefore, causes of death different

from Covid-19 could emerge. The president of the ISS has specified that “little
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more than a hundred medical records” have so far come from hospitals

throughout Italy.

These are the first minimum detailed data provided so far by the Civil Protection

on the causes of death of coronavirus patients. At present, in fact, the authorities

are unable to distinguish those who died from the virus, from those who, on the

other hand, are communicated daily to the public, but who were mostly carriers

of other serious diseases and who, therefore, would not have died from Covid-19.

In response to a question from “Agenzia Nova”, in fact, Brusaferro was unable to

indicate the exact number of coronavirus deaths. However, the professor clarified

that, according to the data analyzed, the great majority of the victims “had serious

pathologies and in some cases the onset of an infection of the respiratory tract

can lead more easily to death. To clarify this point , and provide real data, “as we

acquire the folders we will go further. However, the populations most at risk are

fragile, carriers of multiple diseases “. (Rin) © Agenzia Nova – Reproduction

reserved

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=auto&tl=en&

u=https%3A%2F

%2Fwww.agenzianova.com%2Fa%2F5e6bcf1da7fbe3.23491954%2F28

51060%2F2020-03-13%2Fcoronavirus-iss-in-italia-i-decessi-accertati-

finora-per-causa-del-covid-19-sono-solo-due <

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=auto&tl=en&

u=https%3A%2F

%2Fwww.agenzianova.com%2Fa%2F5e6bcf1da7fbe3.23491954%2F28

51060%2F2020-03-13%2Fcoronavirus-iss-in-italia-i-decessi-accertati-

finora-per-causa-del-covid-19-sono-solo-due>

4A. Bloomberg confirms the story: https://www.bloomberg.com

/news/articles/2020-03-18/99-of-those-who-died-from-virus-had-

other-illness-italy-says?utm_campaign=pol&utm_medium=bd&

utm_source=applenews&

fbclid=IwAR0tcRdVnhFZ0EIHCiVWFj9yLL8e6HBEgxe4FV5s6aYVSX

piBGx-vwpcwk8 < https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles

/2020-03-18/99-of-those-who-died-from-virus-had-other-illness-

italy-says?utm_campaign=pol&utm_medium=bd&

utm_source=applenews&

fbclid=IwAR0tcRdVnhFZ0EIHCiVWFj9yLL8e6HBEgxe4FV5s6aYVSX

piBGx-vwpcwk8>
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“More than 99% of Italy’s coronavirus fatalities were people who suffered from

previous medical conditions, according to a study <

https://www.epicentro.iss.it/coronavirus/bollettino/Report-COVID-

2019_17_marzo-v2.pdf>  by the country’s national health authority.”

“The Rome-based institute has examined medical records of about 18% of the

country’s coronavirus fatalities, finding that just three victims, or 0.8% of the

total, had no previous pathology. Almost half of the victims suffered from at least

three prior illnesses and about a fourth had either one or two previous

conditions.

More than 75% had high blood pressure, about 35% had diabetes and a third

suffered from heart disease.”

4B. More on Italy. The overall death rate is not increasing, even with 800 deaths

in a day and 650 deaths the next day. But this should increase the death rate if

this is a new disease.

“Important reference values include the number of annual flu deaths, which is up

to 8,000 in Italy and up to 60,000 in the US; normal overall mortality, which in

Italy is up to 2,000 deaths per day; and the average number of pneumonia cases

per year, which in Italy is over 120,000.

Current all-cause mortality in Europe and in Italy is still normal or even below-

average. ”

A Swiss Doctor on Covid-19 < https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-

covid-19/>

5. Here is a report from “thedoctorwithin.com” saying similar things; they can’t

know who has it, the test kits don’t work, and they are not even using them, etc.

Excerpts, then link:

“RE-CATEGORIZATION?

“No more serious than the flu? How about this: What if all these new cases really
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are nothing but the flu? Just the normal seasonal flu. Why not? There’s really no

solid evidence to support otherwise.

“But wait. The false science gets much worse than that. There’s no evidence the

PCR test is even being used at all!

“The answer is: there are simply no standard criteria. for counting cases.

“WHAT IF THERE’S NO CORONAVIRUS EPIDEMIC AT ALL: EXPERIMENT

“Hold on here. What if there is no epidemic, no new COVID disease at all, and no

legitimate testing procedure for counting the “infected“? Let’s just make that

hypothesis, and then try to disprove it. Source:

Newsletter March 2020 < https://thedoctorwithin.com

/blog/2020/03/10/newsletter-march-2020/>

6. Another site describing problems with the test kits:

https://occamsrazorterrorevents.weebly.com/blog/coronavirus-

hoax-jan-2020 < https://occamsrazorterrorevents.weebly.com

/blog/coronavirus-hoax-jan-2020>

“PCR basically takes a sample of your cells and amplifies any DNA to look for

‘viral sequences’, i.e. bits of non-human DNA that seem to match parts of a

known viral genome.

The problem is the test is known not to work.

It uses ‘amplification’ which means taking a very very tiny amount of DNA and

growing it exponentially until it can be analysed. Obviously any minute

contaminations in the sample will also be amplified leading to potentially gross

errors of discovery.

Additionally, it’s only looking for partial viral sequences, not whole genomes, so
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identifying a single pathogen is next to impossible even if you ignore the other

issues.

The idea these kits can isolate a specific virus like COVID-19 is nonsense.”

7. Op-Ed: Does the 2019 Coronavirus Exist?

https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/does-2019-coronavirus-exist <

https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/does-2019-coronavirus-exist>

“This strange new disease, officially named COVID-19, has none of its own

symptoms. ”

The greenmedinfo article gets into great detail with the problems of the test.

“The Test is Not Binary

Tests for infections are usually reported as positive or negative

(sometimes ‘reactive’ and ‘unreactive’. One of the reasons for this is that, in many

cases, multiple tests are required, and it is common to conclude that someone is

infected with some negative tests and that someone is uninfected with some

positive tests. The results of a complex multi-test algorithm are also usually

reported as positive or negative, but interpreted by doctors and patients as

infected or uninfected. “

It appears to me that the test is LESS RELIABLE THAN A COIN TOSS!

For my continuing article on the test kits, up to 16 sources now:
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Scientists Say the COVID19 Test Kits Do Not Work, Are

Worthless, and Give Impossible Results

A pregnancy test is 99% accurate. The coronavirus spectrum test kit is 20% accurate or

worse. If a test is only 20% accurate, is the better word “inaccurate”? Please take about 1

minute to at least glance at the bold copy. My prior article got 30,000+ views and was

criticized for my commentary. Here is … Continue reading

 18RevealingFraud.com (by Jason Hommel)

8. The CDC was just totally discredited, again, as a cesspool of lying corruption,

as they were unable to come up with any relevant studies to prove the statement

that “vaccines do not cause autism”. Vaccines are not “off topic”, the entire point

of a “pandemic with no cure” is to push a mandatory vaccine. The CDC only listed

20 studies in response to ICAN’s freedom of information act request and lawsuit,

and the studies did not cover the vast majority of the vaccines on the schedule,

but only one.

https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/vaccines-may-indeed-

cause-autism-cdc-fraud-exposed/ < https://revealingfraud.com

/2020/03/health/vaccines-may-indeed-cause-autism-cdc-fraud-

exposed/> This article is “fact checked” now at facebook as misleading. The fact

checkers listed 2 very poor studies that the CDC did not show, which were very

poorly done.

9. It was predicted/scheduled in advance.

http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/ <

http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/>

This event was in October, 2019. The first reporting of unidentified COVID19

cases to the WHO was Dec 31, 2019. The event included saying they would have

to control “dissent” on social media, and facebook “factcheckers” have been out in

force. And the event predicted the stock market fall. And the event predicted an

18 month quarantine time frame. All that we see today. And the event sponsors,

Johns Hopkins/Bloomberg and Gates are all over this crisis in the media.
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10. This was so embarrassing to them, they had to come out with a statement to

try to explain it away.

http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/newsroom/center-

news/2020-01-24-Statement-of-Clarification-Event201.html <

http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/newsroom/center-

news/2020-01-24-Statement-of-Clarification-Event201.html> False

flags typically have a “scheduled event” at the same time. Sandy Hook did. 9/11

did. And on and on.

11. This is a video of a mock news report claiming that vaccines are the only cure

for a mock illness. From the same Johns Hopkins as point number 1

above. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMSfw8MI6iM <

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMSfw8MI6iM>

12. The CDC started hiring quarantine supervisors, IN ADVANCE. Note the job

posting date, 11-15-19. Coronavirus started in Dec. 31, 2019.

https://jobs.cdc.gov/job/dallas/public-health-advisor-quarantine-

program/250/14136286 < https://jobs.cdc.gov/job/dallas/public-

health-advisor-quarantine-program/250/14136286>  Public Health

Advisor (Quarantine Program)

Job ID HHS-CDC-D3-20-10640010

Date posted 11/15/2019

Location Dallas, Texas, El Paso, Texas, Houston, Texas, Seattle, Washington,

Anchorage, Alaska, Los Angeles, California, San Diego, California, San Francisco,

California, Miami, Florida, Atlanta, Georgia, Honolulu, Hawaii, Chicago, Illinois,

Boston, Massachusetts, Detroit, Michigan, Minneapolis, Minnesota, Newark,

New Jersey, New York, New York, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, San Juan

Department: Department of Health And Human Services

Agency: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Job Announcement Number: HHS-CDC-D3-20-10640010

SALARY RANGE: $51440.0 to $93077.0/Per Year

OPEN PERIOD: 2019-11-15 to 2020-05-15

SERIES & GRADE: GS–9/11

12A.

Fauci: ‘No doubt’ Trump will face surprise infectious disease outbreak
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January 11, 2017

https://www.healio.com/infectious-disease/emerging-diseases

/news/online/%7B85a3f9c0-ed0a-4be8-9ca2-8854b2be7d13%7D

/fauci-no-doubt-trump-will-face-surprise-infectious-disease-outbreak

< https://www.healio.com/infectious-disease/emerging-diseases

/news/online/%7B85a3f9c0-ed0a-4be8-9ca2-8854b2be7d13%7D

/fauci-no-doubt-trump-will-face-surprise-infectious-disease-

outbreak?fbclid=IwAR1Ufd2a1O_DSFVdSIve3ACFuyjPid3e5dwggAsN

-mfTuvXCttXd_f6mMKo>

13. The death toll is barely over 3000, but the media coverage is non stop 24/7

unlike anything I’ve ever seen in my lifetime. It is the greatest media campaign to

sell toilet paper there ever has been. But that’s not the goal. The goal is fear porn,

increased government control, and ultimately, mandatory vaccination. The media

also over hypes “mass gun deaths” of which there are typically only 50-100 per

year, so much so, that Joe Biden said half the nation has died from gun deaths.

No Joe, not even abortion kills so many, it’s only 60 million from abortions. The

media also over hypes measles deaths, of which there was maybe 1 in the last ten

years. The media ignores deaths from vaccines.

14. Even if we could trust the counts (but the test kits don’t work) it shows the

disease is less deadly than the flu. Source:

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/exclusive-evidence-

shows-director-general-of-world-health-organization-severely-

overstated-the-fatality-rate-of-the-coronavirus-leading-to-the-

greatest-global-panic-in-history/ <

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/exclusive-evidence-

shows-director-general-of-world-health-organization-severely-

overstated-the-fatality-rate-of-the-coronavirus-leading-to-the-

greatest-global-panic-in-history/>

15. Facebook “fact checkers” are out in force like people have never seen: The

online media giants are desperate to stop anyone from pointing out “the Emperor

has no clothes”. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8101101

/Boris-Johnson-summons-tech-giants-Downing-Street-coronavirus-

meeting-fake-news.html#reader-comments <

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8101101/Boris-Johnson-

summons-tech-giants-Downing-Street-coronavirus-meeting-fake-
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news.html#reader-comments>

16. I shared information from 4 sources saying that the coronavirus usually

shows up as the common cold, including the CDC and the WHO, but I was

“factchecked” at facebook as saying this was “misleading”. How can exact links

and exact quotes from the top two “authorities” be misleading? Here are the CDC

and WHO sources:

https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus <

https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus>

“Coronaviruses (CoV) are a large family of viruses that cause illness ranging from

the common cold to more severe diseases such as Middle East Respiratory

Syndrome (MERS-CoV) and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-CoV). A

novel coronavirus (nCoV) is a new strain that has not been previously identified

in humans. “

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/general-information.html <

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/general-information.html>

“Common human coronaviruses, including types 229E, NL63, OC43, and HKU1,

usually cause mild to moderate upper-respiratory tract illnesses, like the common

cold.”

And a third source: https://www.compoundchem.com/2020/01

/22/colds/ < https://www.compoundchem.com/2020/01/22/colds

/?fbclid=IwAR0WjrnyybTU5jlK83BnXwCxMsgrQHr_Dsa4QdX2BDjZ

8QwilMBtXTv_DbA>

17. The CDC can’t even get the top ten list of what Americans die from accurate.

They are missing 6 items in their top ten list, how is that possible, unless they are

corrupt and inept beyond reason? https://revealingfraud.com/2019/08

/health/cdcs-leading-causes-of-death-list-is-fraud/ <

https://revealingfraud.com/2019/08/health/cdcs-leading-causes-of-

death-list-is-fraud/>
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18. MIT Scientist says it’s all just a big media fraud. He was quoted by Sean

Hannity as he “may be true”. https://www.mediamatters.org

/coronavirus-covid-19/sean-hannity-it-may-be-true-deep-state-using-

coronavirus-manipulate-markets < https://www.mediamatters.org

/coronavirus-covid-19/sean-hannity-it-may-be-true-deep-state-using-

coronavirus-manipulate-markets>

19. Deaths caused by the medical establishment range from 400,000 to 788,000

to 1 million per year. This is what should be reported, but it never is.

https://www.ourcivilisation.com/medicine/usamed/deaths.htm <

https://www.ourcivilisation.com/medicine/usamed/deaths.htm> The

media is in bed with the medical establishment and the government. 70% of

media ad revenues are from Pharma. https://www.periscopegroup.com

/news/breaking-news/corruption-before-consumers-copy-copy <

https://www.periscopegroup.com/news/breaking-news/corruption-

before-consumers-copy-copy>

20. The media lied about the Trump/Russia collusion hoax, there was none. The

media lied about the Trump impeachment story, there was no crime there. The

media lies and covers up for Joe Biden’s Ukraine corruption. The media lies

about the measles. The media lies about vaccines. The media lies about autism.

When did the media stop lying, apologize, and suddenly gain any credibility?

Never. So why believe them now, when it would be impossible for them to count

cases of COVID19, even if they wanted to, because the test kits are inaccurate?

21. The media and government lies about viral cures. They say nothing is proven

to work against COVID19, a new virus, therefore all claims must be considered

fraud. No. The standard is innocent until proven guilty, not guilty of fraud until

people prove an antiviral works against a newly identified virus. Wait a second.

Society has had hundreds of antiviral substances going back 100 years, why

would none of them suddenly not work against a new virus? Because their goal is

mandatory vaccination. If the media were truthful, and if they actually cared

about humanity surviving a real virus, they would be promoting all of the

antiviral substances that have been proven to have antiviral properties. Such as

this list here: https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/anti-viral-

foods-herbs-vitamins-minerals/ < https://revealingfraud.com

/2020/03/health/anti-viral-foods-herbs-vitamins-minerals/>
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22. Not only are they hiding (not reporting) real antiviral cures, but such cures

are being actively blocked and censored on facebook, such as IV vitamin C. This

one finally got through, and they finally stopped censoring it, because the

government of Shanghi finally endorsed it here: “Official Statement From China

For Recommended Treatment of COVID-19″ ” The doses are ranging from

approximately 4,000 to 16,000 mgs for an adult which is administered by an IV.

Atsuo Yanagisawa, MD, PhD who is President of the Japanese College of

Intravenous Therapy states that this specific method of administration is very

important because vitamin C’s effects are at least 10 times more powerful when

taken by IV rather than orally, and that “Intravenous vitamin C is a safe, effective,

and broad-spectrum antiviral.”” https://worldhealth.net/news/official-

statement-china-recommended-treatment-covid-19/ <

https://worldhealth.net/news/official-statement-china-

recommended-treatment-covid-19/> And although this became “official,”

it’s still not making headlines on national mainstream news such as Fox, ABC,

NBC, or CBS. Because their narrative is “no cure, we must find a vaccine”.

23. The FDA is actively seeking to shut down claims that things that work against

viruses, or specifically, COVID19 virus. https://www.fda.gov/news-events

/press-announcements/coronavirus-update-fda-and-ftc-warn-seven-

companies-selling-fraudulent-products-claim-treat-or <

https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements

/coronavirus-update-fda-and-ftc-warn-seven-companies-selling-

fraudulent-products-claim-treat-or> The FDA should be sued for violating

the first amendment, for violating due process of innocent until proven guilty,

and for attempted mass murder for attempting to hide anti viral cures.

24. None of the numbers being claimed add up or are consistent enough to

evaluate. One minute we are told COVID19 is more deadly than the flu. Another

minute, it’s less deadly than the normal flu.

25. The media has hyped a flu pandemic nearly every 2 years for the last 20 years,

and none of them materialized.

26. Actual flu deaths range from 12,000 in 2018 to 62,000 in 2019 in America

alone. In context, 4000 deaths worldwide from COVID19 is nothing out of the

ordinary. Trump points this out, and is ignored. We don’t yet know if they are just

counting normal flu deaths yet. (Actually, they are, because the test kits are not
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being used, and don’t work).

27. It was reported that COVID19 hits Chinese people more, because they have

more of a certain protein. And the Chinese suffer from worse nutrition, and more

pollution, which, of course, hurts the lungs. And it might have been 5G exposure,

or these could even be vaccination deaths, we don’t really yet know. But somehow

they “know” that America will suffer from 500,000 to 1.5 million deaths? Well,

maybe if they roll out mandatory vaccination.

28. It is reported that healthy people do not suffer from COVID19. But the media

wants us to think there is absolutely nothing we can do in order to become

healthy, which is totally absurd. But “getting healthy” conflicts with the “no cure,

we must develop a vaccine” false narrative.

29. People are in panic over the draconian, tyrannical government shut downs of

the economy. That is a real threat, not a fake virus.

30. If the coronavirus media hype were rational, and proportional, shouldn’t

there have been 20 times the media hype that we are seeing now, back last year

over the 62,000 dead in the USA from the flu?

31. Why did the media hype on COVID19 begin just as the Impeachment failed?

Why were there so many voices saying “We should tank the economy to hurt

Trump’s chances of re-election?”

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/06

/09/maher_im_hoping_for_a_crashing_economy_so_we_can_get_

rid_of_trump_bring_on_the_recession.html <

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/06

/09/maher_im_hoping_for_a_crashing_economy_so_we_can_get_

rid_of_trump_bring_on_the_recession.html>

This virus hype is nothing more than an attempt to crash the American economy

in a desperate attempt by the deep state, who is guilty of treason, to avoid their

own coming death penalties. They are extremely desperate and wicked. This is

nothing more than “Trump derangement syndrome” by the media/deep state.
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32. My current favorite viral cures are, in order, Vitamin C, iodine, colloidal

silver, and oregano oil. I used diluted oregano oil on my foot once to get rid of a

wart, because warts are viral.

33. The media are now slandering conservatives who are not taking the

coronavirus panic seriously as “dangerous” because we are not “taking

precautions”.

““This sort of media spin poses a clear and present danger to public health,” said

Charlie Sykes, a longtime conservative host and author who published a book,

“How the Right Lost Its Mind,” in 2018. “If you have people out there who feel all

of this is overblown, and feel the need to act out their lack of concern by not

taking precautions, it could be exceptionally dangerous.”

Such slander. I just listed precautions. Vitamin C. Iodine. Colloidal Silver.

Oregano oil. It is the media who is slandering the precautions, saying there is

nothing you can do, no cure, and other such lies.

34. The WHO, the world health organization, is a vaccine front, and totally

discredited. The WHO says it’s a pandemic now. This is the same group who said

in 2015 that nitrites in hot dogs will give us an 18% increase in colon cancer. But

spinach has 3000 times more nitrities. A nitrite is a Nitrogen and Oxygen. 99% of

our atmosphere is Nitrogen and Oxygen. The WHO has zero credibility. They are

a vaccine organization. The entire fraud over blaming hot dogs for cancer is that

fraudulent idea that they could “correlate” the USA’s increased cancer rates from

vaccines to something else the USA is known for, such as increased meat

consumption. But their science is not even science; it’s all just lies to hide the

problems with vaccines. And it’s not even plausible lies. Spinach. The

atmosphere. They World Health Organization is filled with lying idiot scammers.
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35. Democrats are more likely to believe the media hype than Republicans. “A

Reuters poll last week found that roughly four in 10 Democrats believed the

coronavirus was an imminent threat — but only two in 10 Republicans felt the

same way.” https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-

usa-polarization/americans-divided-on-party-lines-over-risk-from-

coronavirus-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN20T2O3 <

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-

polarization/americans-divided-on-party-lines-over-risk-from-

coronavirus-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN20T2O3>

36. At the present time, it seems China has limited the death toll and the

outbreak; they headed back to work in Mid February, 3 weeks ago now.

Therefore, this is not a runaway outbreak. It might have been limited due to

nutritional causes, local 5G exposures, local pollution that ended with the

shutdown, who knows. We don’t know. Update: 3-23: The infections and death

toll in China have stopped. Without a vaccine. This does not fit the narrative.

37. What about Tom Hanks and other celebrities, like the wife of Canadian Prime

Minister? Both are ultra liberal elites. It is statistically remote that out of 1600

cases in the USA, out of 330 million people, that Tom tested positive. Besides, the

tests don’t work. It is more likely that Tom is a media shill and is acting.

Please include any more evidence that you find, in the comments below.

Please share this article with the White House:

https://www.whitehouse.gov/contact/ < https://www.whitehouse.gov

/contact/>

Join the conversation
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53 Comments

I hear the coronavirus will soon testify against Hillary. So I think its about dead.

14th March 2020 at 11:38 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2526>

Jason Hommel

This article is disturbing. As a nurse living in WA state, I have been following this closely

and am concerned that the hospital system in the U.S. could get overwhelmed if people

don’t take this seriously. So I’m wondering, if there is now new virus that is super-

infectious and leads to numerous hospitalizations more than typical for the flu, why are

the hospitals filling up with people that can’t breathe? Look at the videos from Italy. Is

that all in our head? I don’t care what you call the new virus. It is a threat if you stand

back and do nothing. Whether you die more than the flu or less than the flu, if you get

enough people overwhelming our hospitals and ICUs, the fact is, people will die! If you

use up all our hospital staff, ventilators, hospital beds, gloves and masks, you will have

nothing left to care for those who desperately need that care in order to live (whether

they are sick with the virus, with a stroke, or they got in a car wreck). What you’re doing

here is not going to help us at all in preventing that scenario!

23rd March 2020 at 12:19 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2640>

RS

I saw a video of empty hospitals in Seattle, three hospitals, supposedly the epicenter

of the US outbreak where all the seniors died in the nursing home. Empty. Explain

that. I can. Simple. People are too scared to go to the hospital there. What explains

other hospitals overrun? Again, similar human dynamics. More people in another

23rd March 2020 at 10:48 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2645>

Jason Hommel
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area going into a panic, and overly trusting a hospitals ability to protect them. Why is

toilet paper running out? Same psychological dynamics. Panic, driven by the media,

all off of faulty test kits. By exposing fraud, I’m not helping? By telling truth, I’m not

helping?! By telling the truth, I won’t help in your fantasy scenario of what the future

might be? The future will be as it always is; based on reality, and based on the actions

that irrational and deceived humans will do. Stop lying to yourself and others. That

will help humanity.

When siting sources like this? How is this the truth?

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/greenmedinfo/ < https://mediabias-

factcheck.com/greenmedinfo/>

23rd March 2020 at 5:25 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-

the-covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2648>

Aspen

You have no idea. Surely I’m more biased than greenmedinfo. Biased towards

truth. I’ve been a gold advocate. Silver advocate. Preacher. Bible Prophecy

Teacher. Bullion dealer. Mintmaster. Libertarian. Debunker of Paul, the false

Apostle. Silver Stock promoter. Preacher on the evils of usury. Please. Find me

people as biased as me. I will surely make new friends.

Oh. And claiming someone is “biased” is prejudiced. And slander. It, in no

way, refutes the details of an argument. Thanks for trying.

23rd March 2020 at 8:27 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-

sources-the-covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2651>

Jason Hommel

23rd March 2020 at 10:35 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2661>

DEREK
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WHYYYYYY do people in the medical community qualify themselfs by saying as a

nurse I been following this? As opposed to what? A frog? It’s to push a false picture

that you have inside info, if anything anybody in the medical community disqualifies

themselves because they been so indoctrinated already ..Why are hospitals filling up?

Umm cause now every person is in fear so every sniffle that usually requires a

Kleenex now results in a trip to the ER .. And on top of that you have elderly who now

are panicking and having panick attaks , , way to go medical community and espe-

cially way to go to the drama queens we call the media..

the information he provided on corona is very factual ,useful.i dont agree with his

suggestions on treatment with vit c ,colloidal silver .. and i dont support trump. you

are just a nurse .how do you understand the deep politics, intricacies of identifying &

testing procedures . is if you are a nurse and not here with a wrong intention

27th March 2020 at 4:08 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2715>

Francis Joseph

RS! In this bullshit going on, the real dangers are the media and people like you. You

make a post like the above after seeing all that Jason has exposed? From their own

sources? Come on now. Wake up and take your lying TV and throw it out of the win-

dow. It is a propaganda tool for the criminals in your society.

27th March 2020 at 3:00 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2726>

shazbac

“Thus, the combined use of melatonin and ascorbic acid may prove to be most effective in

the treatment for COVID-19 patients, especially those with cardiovascular and hypertension

14th March 2020 at 10:31 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2527>

Jason Hommel
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comorbidities” https://www.evolutamente.it/covid-19-pneumonia-

inflammasomes-the-melatonin-connection/ < https://www.evolutamente.it

/covid-19-pneumonia-inflammasomes-the-melatonin-connection/>

Both The Online Maps show no Virus in [Milan/Venice], but this was the Ventilator horror

epicenter

both maps data John Hopkins ~ I like the President saying GOOGLE had a website and

Walmart kneeling… in the ROSE GARDEN.. look up WAR OF THE ROSES…

< https://maphub.net/Jpostnewsdesk/leon-sverdlov-muffin-

map-8%20%20and%20on%20on%20JH%20home%20page%20https:

//www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#

/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6>

15th March 2020 at 2:02 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-corona-virus-

is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2532>

Eric Vineyard

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/ < https://www.worldome-

ters.info/coronavirus/>

16th March 2020 at 9:36 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2557>

Jason Hommel

https://donaldjeffries.wordpress.com/2020/03/16/the-coronavirus-hobgoblin

< https://donaldjeffries.wordpress.com/2020/03/16/the-coronavirus-

hobgoblin>

17th March 2020 at 12:03 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2559>

Jason Hommel
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I think this is a Russian hoax. Why would anybody believe anything that comes out of the

mouth of Trump? He is a liar and a thief and I feel a traitor to the American tax payers!! Yes

I am a Republican with a conscience.

17th March 2020 at 12:34 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2565>

Beverly Guzman

Do you honestly believe the other presidents are not liars too and looking after them-

selves? Every day that other presidents were in power they worked for the secret soci-

eties, committee of 300 involved with wars where babies and children are dying, Pizza

gate, child trafficking. There are far deeper issues going on and start researching One

world government and what their plans are.

19th March 2020 at 1:15 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2587>

Annie

That took all of 6 days.

https://nationandstate.com/2020/03/17/denmark-passes-law-enabling-

forced-coronavirus-vaccinations/ < https://nationandstate.com/2020/03

/17/denmark-passes-law-enabling-forced-coronavirus-vaccinations/>

17th March 2020 at 4:59 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2570>

Jason Hommel

I love the information you share, but, living in Denmark – the forced vaccination is

< http://www.independent-attitude.dk>

18th March 2020 at 7:42 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-corona-

virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2579>

Tony
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wrong. They don’t dare impose such a thing on danes. The “anti-vaxx” movement is too

strong here. We do, however, have a lot of minions that love vaccines – but they are be-

ing suppressed as we go along… Cheers…

Glad to hear about the anti-vaxx movement.

I heard about the Denmark story too and traced it back to here. Is this article disinfo

or taken out of context?

https://www.thelocal.dk/20200313/denmark-passes-far-reaching-

emergency-coronavirus-law < https://www.thelocal.dk/20200313

/denmark-passes-far-reaching-emergency-coronavirus-law>

Thanks.

18th March 2020 at 1:29 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2582>

Pontoffel Pock

So is it a hoax or is it a real infection that can be treated with Vitamin C and silver? I’m so

confused.

18th March 2020 at 4:30 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2584>

Don

If they are labeling existing flu cases as “COVID19 flu” fraudulently, then it’s still just flu.

If it’s like any viral flu, than any antiviral should still work. I think we should presume

that antivirals that have been effective for all virals are still going to be effective here.

19th March 2020 at 11:09 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2595>

Jason Hommel
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Thank you, Jason, for compiling this information!!!! My protocol for Pandemic Flu…es-

pecially for flus that target the lung almost immediately.

At the FIRST sign of a sore throat, or chills or fever, or an itching in the eustachian

tubes, apply 3% (food grade) Hydrogen Peroxide to a cotton ball or Q-Tip and insert

carefully into the ear canal and let it bubble and itch for a few minutes. Gargling with hy-

drogen peroxide is helpful as well. Do this many times per day.

Google Dr. Dan Lee Dimke, PH.D COVID 19 Hot Air Therapy (use the link as long as it

remains available https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JSsd-TYqOA&

feature=youtu.be < https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JSsd-TYqOA&

feature=youtu.be> ) or watch my FaceBook video on the application of a heated

stream of air from a hair dryer into the nasal passages, in so doing also warming the

frontal sinuses and thereby deactivating heat-sensitive viruses. On a low heat setting and

with the inlet covered partially with your hand direct a stream of hot air for five minutes

toward your nose while inhaling deeply. Have a spray bottle with water in your other

hand and spritz your face periodically to prevent any minor burns. Adjust the distance of

the stream so that the air feels hot in your nostrils but use your best judgment. Corona

viruses are destroyed at 133F. (Some have expressed concern about the possibility of

drying out sinuses. Be careful!)

Also take 2-3 tablespoons of unrefined coconut oil with room-temperature orange juice

at every meal, or as tolerated between meals. You can also add it to coffee or tea.

Get the four Chinese Herbal Formulas: Yin Qiao, Gan Mao Ling, Zhong Gan Ling, Chuan

Xin Lian Kang Yan Pian. (Zhong Gan Ling is especially useful for fevers over 102 deg.)

These herbal medicinals are cooling, so if hands or feet start to get cold due to the fre-

quent dosage needed, take with hot ginger tea. Best to consult with an herbalist in

Chinese Traditional Medicine for the proper ratios and dosages.

< http://www.letjusticprevailthoughtheheavensfall.com>

24th March 2020 at 8:48 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-corona-

virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2672>

Dennis Patrick Spain
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If possible get four products from Standard Process: Immuplex, Congaplex, Thymex,

and Calcium Lactate. These fire up the immune response.

Squeeze some lemons and drink lemon juice with water. You can also add Buffered

Vitamin C Powder from LifeExtension to the mix.

Daily sunshine is quite important also, especially in the winter months, as the precursors

to natural Vitamin D (actually a hormone, not a vitamin) are made on the skin via inter-

action with sunlight and are a key step in promoting an adequate immune response. (Do

not wash or shower after the sun exposure; leave the natural skin oil in place to be ab-

sorbed over time,) If you can’t get good sun exposure take vitamin D supplements and

lots of them!

Also—-Internally:

600 mg a day = 3 times 6 drops of Oil of Oregano. For: Sore throat, food poisoning, flu,

colds, cold sores, congestion, gastritis, candida, colitis, prostatitis, asthma, bronchitis,

sinusitis, allergies, tooth ache, gum diseases and fatigue. Be sure to dilute the oil of

oregano as it is a very harsh tasting medicinal.

A light meal during any period of sickness is the basic Bieler Soup used very effectively

by Dr. Henry Bieler, M.D., which detoxifies the body and flushes out poison, especially

from the liver: green beans, celery, zucchini, parsley (a handful of each chopped up and

boiled for ten minutes)—but do not add any salt. Eat the vegetables, drink the broth.

This soup is mildly diuretic.

I have also found a particular form of melatonin, formulated by Dr. Walter Pierpaoli,

M.D. to be very helpful, especially with lung involvement. It is called Melatonin MZS,

which contains zinc and selenium in small quantities to boost the immune system. Take

3 mg before bedtime. It can be purchased from amazon.com. Those under fifty should

stop taking melatonin after the illness passes. Those over fifty can take it on a continuing

basis, usually at a lower dose.

Finally, Bill Sardi has some excellent suggestions at https://www.lewrockwell.com

/2020/03/no_author/the-coronavirus-is-not-causing-deaths-weak-
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immune-systems-are/ < https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/03/no_author

/the-coronavirus-is-not-causing-deaths-weak-immune-systems-are/>

Of course, if the flu progresses to fulminant pneumonia with a high fever, the lungs are

assailed by bacteria and you will require antibiotics!

This season 38,000,000 flu illnesses; 390,000 hospitalizations; 23,000 deaths. Source

of these numbers is fresh from http://www.cdc.gov < http://www.cdc.gov> Not to

worry! Somebody wants you to be VERY AFRAID!!! Keep yourself rested and investigate

protocols known to help. Here is mine—My protocol for Pandemic Flu…especially for

flus that target the lung almost immediately.

At the FIRST sign of a sore throat, or chills or fever, or an itching in the eustachian

tubes, apply 3% (food grade) Hydrogen Peroxide to a cotton ball or Q-Tip and insert

carefully into the ear canal and let it bubble and itch for a few minutes. Gargling with hy-

drogen peroxide is helpful as well. Do this many times per day.

Google Dr. Dan Lee Dimke, PH.D COVID 19 Hot Air Therapy (use the link as long as it

remains available https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JSsd-TYqOA&

feature=youtu.be < https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JSsd-TYqOA&

feature=youtu.be> ) or watch my FaceBook video on the application of a heated

stream of air from a hair dryer into the nasal passages, in so doing also warming the

frontal sinuses and thereby deactivating heat-sensitive viruses. On a low heat setting and

with the inlet covered partially with your hand direct a stream of hot air for five minutes

toward your nose while inhaling deeply. Have a spray bottle with water in your other

hand and spritz your face periodically to prevent any minor burns. Adjust the distance of

the stream so that the air feels hot in your nostrils but use your best judgment. Corona

viruses are destroyed at 133F. (Some have expressed concern about the possibility of

drying out sinuses. Be careful!)

Also take 2-3 tablespoons of unrefined coconut oil with room-temperature orange juice

at every meal, or as tolerated between meals. You can also add it to coffee or tea.

Add 8 cloves of garlic, chopped, to 7 cups of water, bring to a boil, then drink the boiled

water with the garlic pieces.
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Get the four Chinese Herbal Formulas: Yin Qiao, Gan Mao Ling, Zhong Gan Ling, Chuan

Xin Lian Kang Yan Pian. (Zhong Gan Ling is especially useful for fevers over 102 deg.)

These herbal medicinals are cooling, so if hands or feet start to get cold due to the fre-

quent dosage needed, take with hot ginger tea. Best to consult with an herbalist in

Chinese Traditional Medicine for the proper ratios and dosages.

If possible get five products from Standard Process: Immuplex, Congaplex, Thymex,

Cataplex B, and Calcium Lactate. These fire up the immune response.

Squeeze some lemons and drink lemon juice with water. You can also add Buffered

Vitamin C Powder from LifeExtension to the mix.

Daily sunshine is quite important also, especially in the winter months, as the precursors

to natural Vitamin D (actually a hormone, not a vitamin) are made on the skin via inter-

action with sunlight and are a key step in promoting an adequate immune response. (Do

not wash or shower after the sun exposure; leave the natural skin oil in place to be ab-

sorbed over time,) If you can’t get good sun exposure take vitamin D supplements and

lots of them!

Also—-Internally:

600 mg a day = 3 times 6 drops of Oil of Oregano. For: Sore throat, food poisoning, flu,

colds, cold sores, congestion, gastritis, candida, colitis, prostatitis, asthma, bronchitis,

sinusitis, allergies, tooth ache, gum diseases and fatigue. Be sure to dilute the oil of

oregano as it is a very harsh tasting medicinal.

A light meal during any period of sickness is the basic Bieler Soup used very effectively

by Dr. Henry Bieler, M.D., which detoxifies the body and flushes out poison, especially

from the liver: green beans, celery, zucchini, parsley (a handful of each chopped up and

boiled for ten minutes)—but do not add any salt. Eat the vegetables, drink the broth.

This soup is mildly diuretic.

I have also found a particular form of melatonin, formulated by Dr. Walter Pierpaoli,

M.D. to be very helpful, especially with lung involvement. It is called Melatonin MZS,

which contains zinc and selenium in small quantities to boost the immune system. Take
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3 mg before bedtime. It can be purchased from amazon.com. Those under fifty should

stop taking melatonin after the illness passes. Those over fifty can take it on a continuing

basis, usually at a lower dose.

Finally, Bill Sardi has some excellent suggestions at https://www.lewrockwell.com

/2020/03/no_author/the-coronavirus-is-not-causing-deaths-weak-

immune-systems-are/ < https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/03/no_author

/the-coronavirus-is-not-causing-deaths-weak-immune-systems-are/>

Of course, if the flu progresses to fulminant pneumonia with a high fever, the lungs are

assailed by bacteria and you will require antibiotics!

I looked at most of the references in this article. The CDC says that it has designed the USA

tests to minimize false positives. Although the Chinese test results may not be accurate, I

doubt that even they placed their whole economy in jeopardy based on “fake news”, or some

imagined

USA Democratic conspiracy to undermine Trump (or the USA). This also goes for the rest of

the world. I find it hard to believe that we, too, are placing our whole economy in jeopardy

based on false tests/statistics.

This guy repeatedly quotes Trump and Hannity as experts that throw doubt on the validity

of the epidemic. I wouldn’t trust those two to tell the truth about any scientific or political

theories. He quotes very early studies and announcements. Trump and his advisers have

now changed their analysis (as of three days ago).

That’s not to say that the hundreds of jurisdictions that have independently reviewed the

data are right. But these jurisdictions have been using their own County and State experts

to review the data and recommend actions to take in response to the tests/data. They have

all put their credibility and livelihoods at risk if they are wrong.

18th March 2020 at 6:51 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2585>

Dyanne
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What about the Qanon movement? They say Tom Hanks and Opera (and other celebrities

who have caught this ‘virus’ and are now in isolation) have all been arrested for their crimes

against children? All the satanic paedofile elites are being rounded up and arrested.

19th March 2020 at 9:30 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2592>

Interested

The Q story makes no sense to me. Quick, everyone agree to be locked in your homes, so

we can arrest the NWO people who want to bring about totalitarian government that will

lock eveyone in their homes. THIS fraud leading to our rights being taken IS THE

TYRANNY, THE WORST TYRANNY MANKIND HAS EVER SUFFERED. IT IS BASED

ON THE RESULTS OF AN UNRELIABLE TEST KIT. TYRANNY IS ARBITRARY; SO IS

THIS.

19th March 2020 at 11:05 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2594>

Jason Hommel

https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/medical-testimony-by-dr-wodarg-on-

the-corona-panic?utm_campaign=Daily%20Newsletter

%3A%20Dr%20Wolfgang%20Wodarg%20%28Hdj3jW%29&

utm_medium=email&utm_source=Daily%20Newsletter&

_ke=eyJrbF9lbWFpbCI6ICJsYXVyaWUuYWpAYmlncG9uZC5jb20iLCAia2xfY

29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLMnZYQXkifQ%3D%3D <

https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/medical-testimony-by-dr-wodarg-on-

the-corona-panic?utm_campaign=Daily%20Newsletter

%3A%20Dr%20Wolfgang%20Wodarg%20%28Hdj3jW%29&

utm_medium=email&utm_source=Daily%20Newsletter&

19th March 2020 at 10:26 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2593>

Jason Earl Hommel
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_ke=eyJrbF9lbWFpbCI6ICJsYXVyaWUuYWpAYmlncG9uZC5jb20iLCAia2xfY

29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLMnZYQXkifQ%3D%3D>

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-18/99-of-those-who-

died-from-virus-had-other-illness-italy-says?utm_campaign=pol&

utm_medium=bd&utm_source=applenews&

fbclid=IwAR0tcRdVnhFZ0EIHCiVWFj9yLL8e6HBEgxe4FV5s6aYVSXpiBGx-

vwpcwk8 < https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-18/99-of-

those-who-died-from-virus-had-other-illness-italy-says?utm_campaign=pol&

utm_medium=bd&utm_source=applenews&

fbclid=IwAR0tcRdVnhFZ0EIHCiVWFj9yLL8e6HBEgxe4FV5s6aYVSXpiBGx-

vwpcwk8>

19th March 2020 at 12:37 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2596>

Jason Hommel

http://www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia/pdf/RRS

/Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf < http://www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia

/pdf/RRS/Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf>

19th March 2020 at 2:35 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2597>

Jason Hommel

https://www.thecollegefix.com/stanford-epidemiologist-warns-that-

coronavirus-crackdown-is-based-on-bad-data/ <

https://www.thecollegefix.com/stanford-epidemiologist-warns-that-

coronavirus-crackdown-is-based-on-bad-data/>

19th March 2020 at 11:00 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2604>

Jason Earl Hommel
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I discovered your site by noticing it appeared in the sites clicked to visit my site which you

quote (https://occamsrazorterrorevents.weebly.com/blog/coronavirus-hoax-

jan-2020 < https://occamsrazorterrorevents.weebly.com/blog/coronavirus-

hoax-jan-2020> ).

Thank you, Jason. I want to revise my page a bit and find lots of good links here to make it

so much easier. Find it amusing the way you keep interjecting “But the tests don’t work”

into your comments because yes, it’s always the case with these events. It’s BS upon BS and

really if you shovel aside all the BS upon BS away you’re left with a fundamental piece of ev-

idence which is all you need.

THE TESTS DON’T WORK!

You may like to read my analysis of 9/11 because you may not know the pivotal truth of

9/11: death and injury were staged. If you don’t know that fact, you will also not recognise

the very sophisticated propaganda campaign targeted at those who recognise controlled de-

molition to ensure indoctrination of the lie that 3,000 people died and 6,000 were injured

on 9/11.

https://occamsrazorterrorevents.weebly.com/11.html < https://occamsra-

zorterrorevents.weebly.com/11.html>

< http://occamsrazorterrorevents.weebly.com>

19th March 2020 at 11:01 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-corona-virus-

is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2605>

Petra Liverani

Great explanation on how the COVID19 testing is NOT accurate.

The public is being being played like a fiddle…

___________________________________________________

20th March 2020 at 12:30 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2607>

Jason Earl Hommel
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Repost, and for the record, I agree with VirusGuy. Because science.

VirusGuy:

Some notes on those test kits I saw you asking about on Twitter yesterday.

They don’t do antibody tests. They do a thing called PCR testing, which basically takes a

sample of your cells and amplifies any DNA to look for ‘viral sequences’, i.e. bits of non-

human DNA that seem to match parts of a known viral genome.

The problem is the test is known to be bullshit.

It uses ‘amplification’ which means taking a very very tiny amount of DNA and growing it

exponentially until it can be analysed. Obviously any minute contaminations in the sample

will also be amplified leading to potentially gross errors of discovery.

Secondly, it’s only looking for partial viral sequences, not whole genomes, so identifying a

single pathogen is next to impossible even if you ignore the other issues.

All these Mickey Mouse test kits being sent out to hospitals do at best is tell the analysts you

have some viral DNA in your cells. Which most of us do, most of the time. It may tell you

the viral sequence is related to a specific type of virus – say the huge family of coronavirus.

But that’s all.

The idea these kits can isolate a specific virus like covi-19 is utter bullshit.

And that’s not even getting into the other issue – viral load.

If you remember the PCR works by amplifying minute amounts of DNA. It therefore is use-

less at telling you how much virus you may have.

And that’s the only question that really matters when it comes to diagnosing illness. Like I

said, everyone will have a few virus kicking round in their system at any time, and most will

not cause illness because their quantities are too small. For a virus to sicken you you need a

lot of it, a massive amount of it. But PCR does not test viral load and therefore can’t deter-

mine if a osteogenesis is present in sufficient quantities to sicken you.

If you feel sick and get a PCR test any random virus DNA might be identified even if they

aren’t at all invo

lved in your sickness. Leading to false diagnosis.

And coronavirus are incredibly common. A large percentage of the world human population

will have covi DNA in them in small quantities even if they are perfectly well or sick with

some other pathogen.
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Do you see where this is going yet?

If you want to create a totally false panic about a totally false pandemic – pick a coron-

avirus.

They are incredibly common and there’s tons of them. A very high percentage of people sick

by other means (flu, bacterial pneumonia, anything) will have a positive PCR test for covi

even if you’re doing them properly and ruling out contamination, simply because covis are

so common.

There are hundreds of thousands of flu and pneumonia victims in hospitals throughout the

world at any one time.

All you need to do is select the sickest of these in a single location – say Wuhan – adminis-

ter PCR tests to them and claim anyone showing viral sequences similar to a corona virus

(which will inevitably be quite a few) is suffering from a ‘new’ disease.

Since you already selected the sickest flu cases a fairly high proportion of your sample will

go on to die.

You can then say this ‘new’ virus has a CFR higher than the flu and use this to infuse more

concern and do more tests which will of course produce more ‘cases’, which expands the

testing, which produces yet more ‘cases’ and so on and so on.

Before long you have your ‘pandemic’, and all you have done is use a simple test kit trick to

convert the worst flu and pneumonia cases into something new that doesn’t actually exist.

Now just run the same scam in other countries. Making sure to keep the fear message run-

ning high so that people will feel panicky and less able to think critically.

Your only problem is going to be that – due to the fact there is no actual new deadly

pathogen but just regular sick people you are mislabelling – your case numbers, and espe-

cially your deaths, are going to be way too low for a real new deadly virus pandemic.

But you

can stop people pointing this out in several ways.

1. You can claim this is just the beginning and more deaths are imminent. Use this as an ex-

cuse to quarantine everyone and then claim the quarantine prevented the expected millions

of dead.

2. You can tell people that ‘minimising’ the dangers is irresponsible and bully them into not

talking about numbers.

3. You can talk bullshittery about r0 numbers hoping to blind people with pseudoscience
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4. You can start testing well people (who of course will also likely have shreds of coron-

avirus DNA in them) and thus inflate your ‘case figures’ with ‘asymptomatic carriers’ (you

will of course have to spin that to sound deadly even though any virologist knows the more

symptomless cases you have the less deadly is your pathogen

Take these simple steps and you can have your own entirely manufactured pandemic up

and running in weeks.

But why are you doing this people may ask.

Lots of reasons. Fear is useful. And a population frightened into demanding protection will

accept anything you do to ‘protect’ them, up to and including nailing them into their own

houses.

It can be a trial run for social control methods. To see how gullible populations are. To en-

force more rigorous censorship. To inure people to shortage and uncertainty.

All these things and others are reasons.

But getting hung up on possible motive misses the point – that all the evidence points to

this being the case.

Everything I am seeing points at a fake manufactured pandemic. The low numbers and at-

tempts to inflate them with scary anecdotes and bad science, the crazy overreaction in

world governments, as if the reaction itself is the point. The ridiculous numbers of famous

people ‘testing positive’.

It could easily be done and it looks as if it is. In my view. But you must make up your own

mind.

I think many in the virology and epidemiology line would agree, but no one is going to risk

their career right now saying so in public. They might as well jump off of a brid

ge.

You can verify everything I have said about the PCR test.

Hi – please can you share a link where virus guy posted this ? Thank you kindly

22nd March 2020 at 4:50 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2628>

Sez
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I can’t find it. I only found another facebook post of it. https://www.face-

book.com/permalink.php?id=675077549257787&

story_fbid=2695504320548423 < https://www.facebook.com/perma-

link.php?id=675077549257787&story_fbid=2695504320548423>

22nd March 2020 at 9:30 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2633>

Jason Hommel

Yup, I don’t believe this CV nonsense for a minute. Whole world collapsing for a virus that

is no worse than a mild case of the flu. Insanity!

This is planned economic collapse and the virus is the distraction. Lets see how that goes

when millions of people around the world have no money and start getting hungry.

20th March 2020 at 1:21 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2608>

Rustin

https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-

coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable-

data/ < https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-

coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable-

data/>

21st March 2020 at 10:47 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2616>

Jason Hommel

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUw1Rzbde5U&feature=youtu.be&fb-

clid=IwAR1dJvJMCO37luxEKncO5b2FdJawycEw0lCTIPlEhawZHOI04pbrC-

21st March 2020 at 11:47 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2618>

Jason Hommel
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DnSHc < https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUw1Rzbde5U&fea-

ture=youtu.be&

fbclid=IwAR1dJvJMCO37luxEKncO5b2FdJawycEw0lCTIPlEhawZHOI04pbrC-

DnSHc>

I appreciated the long comment from the virus guy. And I’ve wondered for awhile now

about how this thing seems to be managed so well worldwide, and also about these tests. If

your inf is accurate I hope it’s read and changes things much sooner than later. Thos thing

is I real. It’ll be really sad if it’s not real.

21st March 2020 at 3:19 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2619>

MarkR

So assuming the tests don’t work and the numbers are false, what’s the actual conspiracy

here? Did the USA get into so much debt that the only answer is to bankrupt the whole

world? Trying to see a “why” in all your “facts”.

21st March 2020 at 3:52 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2620>

Alan Hucks

Johns Hopkins University and Bill Gates sponsored the coronavirus simulation back in

October. http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/ < http://www.cen-

terforhealthsecurity.org/event201/> They both have major roles in this today. Johns

Hopkins is counting the cases! https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020

/03/coronavirus-live-updates-worldwide-death-toll-surges-

11000-200320225513796.html < https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020

/03/coronavirus-live-updates-worldwide-death-toll-surges-

21st March 2020 at 5:55 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2621>

Jason Hommel
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11000-200320225513796.html>

“The accuracy of the current COVID-19 tests is not precisely known.”

The accuracy of COVID-19 tests

RICHARD L. HUTCHISON, MD | CONDITIONS | MARCH 12, 2020

https://www.kevinmd.com/blog/2020/03/the-accuracy-of-covid-19-tests.html

< https://www.kevinmd.com/blog/2020/03/the-accuracy-of-covid-19-

tests.html>

21st March 2020 at 6:27 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2622>

Jason Hommel

“There has been the worry of how effective the tests for the coronavirus has been as of late.

There are numerous talks in several countries that suggest people are having over six nega-

tive results before finally being diagnosed as positive for the virus.

The question of the effectiveness of the tests because the officials in Hubei province, China,

have started to COUNT people with symptoms rather than using the tests to confirm that

they indeed have the coronavirus.”

https://www.techtimes.com/articles/247389/20200217/urgent-is-the-

coronavirus-tests-completely-sure-or-is-it-more-of-a-hoax.htm <

https://www.techtimes.com/articles/247389/20200217/urgent-is-the-

coronavirus-tests-completely-sure-or-is-it-more-of-a-hoax.htm>

21st March 2020 at 6:27 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2623>

Jason Hommel

21st March 2020 at 6:40 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2624>

Jason Hommel
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“First, the prevailing diagnostic test for COVID-19 may be only 30 to 40 percent accurate.”

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/lew-olowski-coronavirus-worse-than-

reported-heres-how-china-is-making-the-situation-worse <

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/lew-olowski-coronavirus-worse-than-

reported-heres-how-china-is-making-the-situation-worse>

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_testing < https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/COVID-19_testing>

21st March 2020 at 7:22 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2625>

Jason Hommel

https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/are-the-covid19-test-kits-reliable-

if-unreliable-is-it-fraud/ < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/are-

the-covid19-test-kits-reliable-if-unreliable-is-it-fraud/>

22nd March 2020 at 1:25 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2636>

Jason Hommel

Thank you, Jason, for compiling this information!!!! My protocol for Pandemic Flu…espe-

cially for flus that target the lung almost immediately.

At the FIRST sign of a sore throat, or chills or fever, or an itching in the eustachian tubes,

apply 3% (food grade) Hydrogen Peroxide to a cotton ball or Q-Tip and insert carefully into

the ear canal and let it bubble and itch for a few minutes. Gargling with hydrogen peroxide

is helpful as well. Do this many times per day.

< http://www.letjusticprevailthoughtheheavensfall.com>

22nd March 2020 at 8:54 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-corona-virus-

is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2639>

Dennis Patrick Spain
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Google Dr. Dan Lee Dimke, PH.D COVID 19 Hot Air Therapy (use the link as long as it re-

mains available https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JSsd-TYqOA&

feature=youtu.be < https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JSsd-TYqOA&

feature=youtu.be> ) or watch my FaceBook video on the application of a heated stream

of air from a hair dryer into the nasal passages, in so doing also warming the frontal sinuses

and thereby deactivating heat-sensitive viruses. On a low heat setting and with the inlet

covered partially with your hand direct a stream of hot air for five minutes toward your nose

while inhaling deeply. Have a spray bottle with water in your other hand and spritz your

face periodically to prevent any minor burns. Adjust the distance of the stream so that the

air feels hot in your nostrils but use your best judgment. Corona viruses are destroyed at

133F. (Some have expressed concern about the possibility of drying out sinuses. Be careful!)

Also take 2-3 tablespoons of unrefined coconut oil with room-temperature orange juice at

every meal, or as tolerated between meals. You can also add it to coffee or tea.

Get the four Chinese Herbal Formulas: Yin Qiao, Gan Mao Ling, Zhong Gan Ling, Chuan

Xin Lian Kang Yan Pian. (Zhong Gan Ling is especially useful for fevers over 102 deg.)

These herbal medicinals are cooling, so if hands or feet start to get cold due to the frequent

dosage needed, take with hot ginger tea. Best to consult with an herbalist in Chinese

Traditional Medicine for the proper ratios and dosages.

If possible get four products from Standard Process: Immuplex, Congaplex, Thymex, and

Calcium Lactate. These fire up the immune response.

Squeeze some lemons and drink lemon juice with water. You can also add Buffered Vitamin

C Powder from LifeExtension to the mix.

Daily sunshine is quite important also, especially in the winter months, as the precursors to

natural Vitamin D (actually a hormone, not a vitamin) are made on the skin via interaction

with sunlight and are a key step in promoting an adequate immune response. (Do not wash

or shower after the sun exposure; leave the natural skin oil in place to be absorbed over

time,) If you can’t get good sun exposure take vitamin D supplements and lots of them!

Also—-Internally:
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600 mg a day = 3 times 6 drops of Oil of Oregano. For: Sore throat, food poisoning, flu,

colds, cold sores, congestion, gastritis, candida, colitis, prostatitis, asthma, bronchitis, si-

nusitis, allergies, tooth ache, gum diseases and fatigue. Be sure to dilute the oil of oregano

as it is a very harsh tasting medicinal.

A light meal during any period of sickness is the basic Bieler Soup used very effectively by

Dr. Henry Bieler, M.D., which detoxifies the body and flushes out poison, especially from

the liver: green beans, celery, zucchini, parsley (a handful of each chopped up and boiled for

ten minutes)—but do not add any salt. Eat the vegetables, drink the broth. This soup is

mildly diuretic.

I have also found a particular form of melatonin, formulated by Dr. Walter Pierpaoli, M.D.

to be very helpful, especially with lung involvement. It is called Melatonin MZS, which con-

tains zinc and selenium in small quantities to boost the immune system. Take 3 mg before

bedtime. It can be purchased from amazon.com. Those under fifty should stop taking mela-

tonin after the illness passes. Those over fifty can take it on a continuing basis, usually at a

lower dose.

Finally, Bill Sardi has some excellent suggestions at https://www.lewrockwell.com

/2020/03/no_author/the-coronavirus-is-not-causing-deaths-weak-immune-

systems-are/ < https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/03/no_author/the-

coronavirus-is-not-causing-deaths-weak-immune-systems-are/>

Of course, if the flu progresses to fulminant pneumonia with a high fever, the lungs are as-

sailed by bacteria and you will require antibiotics!

Thank you for sharing.

This regimen, and many other components… including chi gong exercises, aromather-

apy, positive thoughts (thoughts affect everything in the body), anti-oxidant rich foods…

are magical in accessing the body’s healing properties.

23rd March 2020 at 6:59 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-

covid19-corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2649>

Ahmed
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Ironically, when people are admitted into a hospital not a single one of these things are

done.

Viral infection is Freemason fantasy. Add it to their other stuff such as space travel and

walking on the moon.

There is no such thing as virues i.e. pathogenic organisms or particles roaming around

hunting for humans to overtake and kill.

Virus is an old latin word that mean vile or poison.

If you are malnourished, over-stressed, polluted or poisoned you will get ill.

The ‘infection’ and ‘contagion’ theory of disease has always been fake.

But without it the medical establishment will collapse so they are keeping it going.

No proof of viruses has ever been given, the pictures you see are ordinary animal cells or

just artistic imaginings. See Dr. Stefan Lanka’s work for further explanation of this.

The tests for viruses are picking up cell components that apparently enter your body fluids

after cell death. Cells usually die after they have been poisoned. ‘Positive test for virus’

means that your body is detoxing. Big Deal. It’s a constant feature of being alive.

The vaccine will poison everyone and the symptoms will make everyone believe the ‘virus’

really does exist, which ironically affirms the original meaning of the word – i.e. that a virus

is a poison….. not a pathogenic particle with a grudge on humanity.

23rd March 2020 at 12:05 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2646>

MS ALICE WILDE

25th March 2020 at 6:53 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2676>

Sandy Lunoe
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A major side effect of the Corona virus is total control over populations.

To certify a COVID-19 death, Hawaii says to just go ahead and assume it. “It is important to

emphasize that Coronavirus Disease 2019 or COVID-19 should be reported on the death

certificate for all decedents where the disease caused or is assumed to have caused or con-

tributed to death.” https://health.hawaii.gov/vitalrecords/guidance-for-

certifying-covid-19-deaths/ < https://health.hawaii.gov/vitalrecords/guidance-

for-certifying-covid-19-deaths/>

27th March 2020 at 10:28 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2721>

Jason Hommel

https://www.barnhardt.biz/2020/03/24/wait-just-a-damn-minute-italian-

figures-are-with-not-from-coronacold-19/ < https://www.barnhardt.biz

/2020/03/24/wait-just-a-damn-minute-italian-figures-are-with-not-from-

coronacold-19/>

“627 nuovi deceduti con coronavirus, non per coronavirus.”

627 new deaths with coronavirus, not from coronavirus.

THAT’S one hell of a precision. Why was it edited out almost immediately? Oh, I think we

ALL know why.

Numbers are being cooked so that anyone who dies is tested, and if coronavirus is present,

the person is counted as a CORONAVIRUS DEATH, even if they died from cancer, or a

head injury, or… seasonal H1N1 flu. Remember, in the U.S., in an average flu season year,

150 people die EVERY DAY from seasonal flu. But that’s different. That’s a different sort of

dead – the sort that doesn’t matter.

27th March 2020 at 12:03 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2722>

Jason Hommel
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Here is an Italian pundit pointing this up – of the 627 that died that day, the Italian I.S.S.

(Instituto Superiore di Sanità) freely admitted that only TWELVE – 12 – a dozen – died

FROM coronavirus. The other 615 all died from something else.

“The media are reporting that today 627 people died from coronavirus. The I.S.S. has ex-

plained that only 12 people had no other pathologies. To attribute all the deaths to the virus

is not only false and unscientific. It’s more than that. It is psychological terrorism.”

The NY Times lets the truth slip out. People do not assess risk by the numbers; they assess

risk based on what the media tell them.

“Assessing the danger posed by the coronavirus is extraordinarily difficult; even scientists

are unsure. But our brains act as if they have an easier way: They translate gut emotional

reactions into what we believe are reasoned conclusions, even if hard data tells us other-

wise.

“The world in our heads is not a precise replica of reality,” Daniel Kahneman, a Nobel Prize-

winning economist, wrote in a 2011 book. “Our expectations about the frequency of events

are distorted by the prevalence and emotional intensity of the messages to which we are ex-

posed.””

“The emotional intensity of the messages”? That means people will think the virus is more

scary if they show the news messages with big, dramatic, scary sounding music in the back-

ground!

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/13/world/asia/coronavirus-risk-

interpreter.html < https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/13/world

/asia/coronavirus-risk-interpreter.html>

27th March 2020 at 12:05 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2723>

Jason Hommel

A.R.L.
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“It appears to be less reliable than a coin toss”. Holy shit and the globe is shut down…in-

credible resource you put together here. Point 29, I believe it 100%. Mayor said on Tuesday

that LA is going to get additional 2 most quarantine and to expect mass casualties. I’m

scratching my head because I know it’s a cold. So, how and where are the fatalities coming

from? Also, have you researched any info on 5g radiation being the real culprit when mass

fatalities hit? Supposedly causes respiratory failure to mimic pandemic Covid 19. All kinds

of crazy info out there Jason! Meanwhile we are all in a suspended state of reality waiting

for the show to drop. It’s a good time to know Jesus.

27th March 2020 at 12:49 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2725>

Jason, great article! I’ve referred back to it all week. Thank you ♥

27th March 2020 at 9:04 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2727>

London

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe2002387 <

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe2002387>

Covid-19 — Navigating the Uncharted

List of authors.

Anthony S. Fauci, M.D. …

If one assumes that the number of asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic cases is several

times as high as the number of reported cases, the case fatality rate may be considerably

less than 1%. This suggests that the overall clinical consequences of Covid-19 may ulti-

mately be more akin to those of a severe seasonal influenza (which has a case fatality rate of

approximately 0.1%) or a pandemic influenza (similar to those in 1957 and 1968) rather

than a disease similar to SARS or MERS, which have had case fatality rates of 9 to 10% and

27th March 2020 at 9:25 pm < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2728>

Jason Hommel
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36%, respectively.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/23/brazils-jair-bolsonaro-

says-coronavirus-crisis-is-a-media-trick < https://www.theguardian.com

/world/2020/mar/23/brazils-jair-bolsonaro-says-coronavirus-crisis-is-

a-media-trick>

28th March 2020 at 9:59 am < https://revealingfraud.com/2020/03/health/35-sources-the-covid19-

corona-virus-is-over-hyped-and-likely-fraud/#comment-2730>

Jason Hommel
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